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President’s Message: 
By Steve Townes WB4ILW 

I would like to thank everyone who participated in the 
Great California ShakeOut drill at JPL on Thursday 
10/16/14.  Since this is being written in advance of the 
event, the description and postmortem will come 
later.  As I have said in various other places, this is one 
of our uniquely JPL activities for the Club and one of our 
reasons for existence.  In the time of need, when the Big 
One comes or in case of any other emergency situation, 
having the JPLARC members ready and available to 
assist JPL Emergency Personnel will be very 
valuable.  The Great ShakeOut gives us necessary 
practice for these situations. 

As a part of our involvement in Emergency 
Communication, I would also like to thank everyone 

who participates in our Monday noontime Emergency 
Communication Net and especially Charles, WB6KZE, 
and Chris, KE6ABQ, for their long service as Net 
Control. We actually have larger participation in the Net 
than we do in our Club meetings. Of course, some of this 
is because we have additional participation from 
members who are off-lab and cannot physically make it 
to our meetings.  I would encourage those of you who 
have not yet participated in the Net to do so.  We meet at 
noon every Monday on 445.200 and 224.080 (linked 
together and to WR6AZN on Table Mountain) so get out 
your handheld, bring it to work and chime in when you 
can. 

September 26th Regular 
Membership Meeting: 
By Jim Marr AA6QI 
Present were: Courtney Duncan†* N5BF, Dayton Jones† 
K6DJ, Jim Marr†* AA6QI, Doug Millar K6JEY (guest 
speaker), Steve Townes†* WB4ILW).  On the phone: Chris 
Carson†* KE6ABQ, Walt Mushagian† K6DNS. 

Note: † indicates a regular member, and * Indicates BOD 
member.  For a regular meeting quorum, the JPLARC 
Bylaws require a majority of the BOD (four or more) and at 
least five other regular members.  We had four BOD 
members, but only two other regular members and one 
non-member, so a quorum was NOT present. 
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Steve Townes opened the meeting with introductions 
around the room. 

Jim Marr mentioned the upcoming Great Shakeout drill 
during which Will Michael wants to exercise JEARS.  
Given the low turnout for this meeting, Jim will send out 
an email to the club email reflector requesting 
volunteers. 

Guest Speaker:  Doug Millar K6JEY discussing 
‘Sidewalk EME’ (that’s Earth-Moon-Earth 
communications using antennas on the sidewalk outside 
of his garage). 

 
Figure 1: Doug Millar K6JEY giving his talk on 
Sidewalk EME 

First licensed in 1957, Doug made his first EME contact on 
2m using two 35-element Yagi’s on the sidewalk outside of 
his garage, beginning his ‘sidewalk EME’ adventures.  Doug 
then tried 1296 MHz with two 55-element Yagi’s, a 7’ dish 
and a 10’ dish, followed by going back to 2m with two 12-
element Yagi’s and substantial power (500W & 1000W).  All 
of this was a group effort, making it much more fun. 

Visit Doug’s EME group website at: 
http://www.nitehawk.com/k6jey/.  

If you missed Doug’s talk and didn’t receive a copy of Doug’s 
presentation, contact me and I will send you a .pdf version. 

BOD Meeting Oct 10th 
By Rob Smith W6GRV; edited by Jim Marr AA6QI 

Present were: Jim Marr†* AA6QI, Rob Smith†* W6GRV, 
Steve Townes†* WB4ILW.  On the phone: Walt Mushagian† 
K6DNS. 

Note: † indicates a regular member, and * indicates BOD 
member.  For a BOD meeting quorum, the JPLARC Bylaws 
require a majority of the BOD (four or more).  We had three 
BOD members so we DID NOT have a quorum. 

President Steve Townes opened the meeting at Noon. 

Discussed Membership Applications & Dues for next 

year but no decisions were made due to lack of a 
quorum.  According to Article IV, Section 1 of the 
JPLARC Bylaws (http://jplarc.ampr.org/Bylaws-
2014.pdf), annual dues are determined by the Board of 
Directors and payable no later than January 30th.  Since 
dues ($10/member & $5/same-family-member) haven’t 
been increased since January 1991, at which time the 
club had substantial income from other sources, it was 
suggested that it is time to consider a dues increase.  
Most local clubs (Caltech & the Pasadena Radio Club) 
have $25/yr dues but don’t charge for family.  After 
some discussion, those present thought that JPLARC 
dues in the range of $15 to $20 might make sense.  This 
will be picked up at the next Board meeting. 

Speakers: 

No speaker has been identified for December. Discussed 
having a pizza dinner.  Concerned about getting 
attendance. Suggested canceling, but probably need to 
have a discussion. 

We were fairly embarrassed that not many people 
showed up for the Doug Millar’s ‘Sidewalk EME’ 
presentation.  

Courtney has requested to be excused from the 
November time slot due to work conflicts (moved his 
talk to 2015), so we need to find a new speaker for 
November.  Jim Marr sent a request to Jay Holiday 
regarding giving a talk on his attendance of the ARRL 
Centennial celebration. Jay mentioned to Walt 
Mushagian that this year would not be a possibility, but 
could do it next year.  Jim will try to pull forward one of 
the 2015 speakers [Ed. - Done].  Not entirely clear, 
though, whether it is worth the time and effort if we are 
not getting attendance.  Bill Weber’s JPL Hams survey 
last year found that having presentations was a key 
want, so it isn’t clear why we’re not getting the members 
attending.  Steve will send a note to the JPL e-mail 
exploder.  Walt Mushagian suggested that it might help 
if we send a meeting notice out a day or two prior to the 
meeting (this is in addition to the W6VIO Calling notice 
and the five-day before the meeting notice that Rob 
Smith sends out). 

Great Shake Out: 

We have a sufficient number of volunteers to do the 
minimum set of positions to support the Great ShakeOut 
USAR/JEARS drill this coming Thursday.  Walt 
Mushagian mentioned that he will plan to be on HF 
7.185 LSB Thursday to support the drill.  10:16 to 10:30 is 
the duck, cover & hold drill.  10:30 to 12:15 is the 
building collapse drill.  Plan is to use HF, VHF & UHF 
capabilities in 310-106, 173, 180-R6 and the Comm Van. 

Shack Move (i.e., emergency communications facility): 

There was a demolition contractor site inspection that 
should have happened yesterday (Oct 9).  Will Michael 
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has the rev-3 version of the requirements list for the new 
emergency communications facility and will work them 
with Facilities. 

Equip. Sales: 

Jim Marr spoke with Phil Smith WB6LQP about the ATV 
gear in 173 and the AV gear in 180-R6.  Phil thought that 
the analog ATV gear would still be useful for EmComm 
if there was someone willing to learn how to use it and 
test it to make sure that it is still functional. 

Jim Marr will send the list of Club gear for potential sale 
as approved by the Board at the previous Board 
meeting.  The Bylaws require general membership 
approval for disposition (sale or otherwise) of Club 
equipment. 

When we vacated the Cerro Negro repeater site, Ed Hitti 
(city of La Canada), had agreement that the 220 Mhz. 
antenna would be returned when the rotted telephone 
pole was taken down. The pole has been taken down. 
Jim Marr is working with the site engineer to recover the 
220 Mhz. antenna and will put it in our storage shipping 
container C7111 in the arroyo [Ed. – Done]. 

Lux has picked out a computer (for the club) to purchase 
for repeater control in B35A on the Mesa. 

Will Michael is making some progress towards 
relocating the 224.08 and 445.20 repeaters from the Mesa 
to Mirador Peak.  Walt suggested using a new 440 Mhz. 
antenna, a single band antenna like a station master 
antenna, rather than a multi-band antenna. 

310 Radio Noise: 

The noise hunt continues (see the article about this in 
this issue). 

Internet services: 

Jim Marr put together a presentation on JPL ARC 
Information Technology (IT) infrastructure, which has 
since been updated with comments returned from 
several Club members.  A couple of slides dealing with 
forward actions were discussed by those in attendance. 

Steve Townes mentioned that he tried to get the 
discount for HRO, but was turned down. Steve will 
check on this. 

Steve asked about envelopes at the W6 QSL Bureau; Rob 
Smith to check on the status. 

Nominating Committee: 

Steve to introduce the Nominating Committee on Oct 
24th to the general membership.  Jim Marr has accepted 
Steve Townes’ request for him to chair the Committee. 

Treasurer’s Report: 

No change, but there are some un-deposited funds (abt 
$30) that should appear in next month’s report. 

JPL ARC EmComm 
By Jim Marr AA6QI 

This month I’d like to talk about the Great ShakeOut 
exercise involving JEARS (JPL Emergency Amateur 
Radio Service) members; our first JEARS exercise.  This 
exercise identified a lot of issues that we need to work 
on in order to become a more effective service to the 
Laboratory.  We will plan a ‘post mortem’ group session 
in the near future to make sure that we have properly 
identified all of the issues and to begin the planning for 
how to improve our effectiveness. 

I’d like to thank the following participants for both their 
participation and their prodigious post mortem 
comments: 
- Steve Townes WB4ILW who staffed the Logistics desk 
in the EOC. 
- Chris Carson KE6ABQ who started the Net and ran it 
for the first half hour of the exercise before needing to 
leave for a meeting, at which time he turned it over to 
me (I was far less effective than Chris) to run NET for 
the remainder of the exercise. 
- Jim Lux W6RMK who provided outstanding 
communications support for the Incident Command 
Point (ICP). 
- Steve Noland WA6KLC, Nasrat Raouf K1NAR, Gary 
Block KJ6IZX, and Steve Collins AG6YR who provided 
radio support to various search and rescue teams (JPL 
USAR teams). 
- Jan Tarsala WB6VRN and Walt Mushagian K6DNS 
who confirmed the capability to provide HF 
communications between building 173 and off lab. 
- Coutney Duncan N5BF who provided support in 310 
when his planned activity to bring up the HF rig in 180-
R6 was scuttled by building 180 being flagged as ‘red’ 
during the exercise, making it off limits. 

I apologize in advance if I missed anyone. 

 While the full list of comments is far too long to include 
here (and which might be pretty boring to those who 
didn’t actually participate), I think that it’s worth noting 
a few of the most significant findings from the exercise. 

First, and perhaps most significant, is that several 
(perhaps many) participants did not have a firm grasp of 
the operation of their radio.  We had originally (well, I 
did anyway) planned to use the linked 224.08 & 445.20 
repeaters for logistics/resources traffic and, like most 
communications nets, expected NET to send operators to 
either the 147.15 repeater or a simplex channel on the 2m 
or 70cm bands for detailed tactical traffic.  Since some 
operators didn’t remember how to change to another 
repeater or how to go to simplex, we ended up handling 
all traffic on the 224.08/445.20 repeaters.  While that 
keeps everyone ‘in the know’ so to speak, doing this can 
tie up the frequency possibly holding up more urgent 
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traffic (although, as Jim Lux points out, there are some 
advantages to this as well).  So there are at least three 
issues here: 1) we need to be more proficient in the use 
of our radios, 2) we should consider adding training to 
our Monday Noon net (changing frequencies, going to 
simplex, etc.), and 3) we need to decide how to use the 
various frequencies available to us (repeaters and 
simplex) during an event so that we can be most 
effective (this is perhaps the more complex of the three 
issues). 

Second, we had issues communicating with the EOC.  
While Steve Townes was inside the EOC, his attempts to 
communicate with NET using the 224.08 repeater for 
much of the exercise resulted in nothing but noise.  Later 
in the exercise he switched to 445.20 and was full 
quieting into the repeater, so we all need to remember to 
use only 445.20 when inside of the EOC.  During the 
time when Steve was trying unsuccessfully to use the 
224.08 machine, we tried using runners between the ICP 
and EOC but found that the locked EOC door prevented 
runners from delivering their messages to EOC.  There 
should be some ability to pass written messages into and 
out of the EOC (drop slots or some such) since runners 
can be a very effective way to deliver critical messages 
(especially messages that are so sensitive that you don’t 
want them broadcast over the air).  So, again, at least 
two issues: 1) determine which frequencies are reliable 
within the EOC (1.25m apparently isn’t), and 2) figure 
out how to allow runners to be effective for 
communications in/out of the EOC. 

Third, we need to be able to provide at least some 
personal protective equipment to roving radio support 
personnel (hard hats, etc.). 

Forth, tactical names (NET, EOC, IPC, etc.) proved to be 
a challenge during the exercise.  Normally, NET would 
assign tactical names to operators reporting to logistics 
to support an event.  I had proposed some tactical names 
prior to the exercise that ended up either not being used 
or that were problematical and needed to be changed.  
We should give more thought to how we assign tactical 
names during incidents. 

There’s much, much more that I could add here but will 
refrain from doing so, at least for the moment.  All of the 
feedback will be summarized in material that will be 
discussed first with our EmComm committee and then 
broadcast widely, along with proposed actions to take to 
improve our performance when we’re next needed. 

Once again, thanks to all who supported this exercise. 
Recall that EmComm was THE most important activity 
identified in Bill Weber’s survey of JPL Hams last year.  
Now, finally, we’re beginning the process of providing 
the effective JEARS service that many of us envisioned 
back then. 

B310 HF-Noise Hunt 
By Jim Marr AA6QI 

On RDO September 16, 2014, Jim Marr, Jan Tarsala and 
Steve Townes met at 310-106 to begin the process of 
isolating the source of the noise on the 80m and 40m HF 
bands (S9+30dB on 80m & S9+25db on 40m). 

Troubleshooting included terminating the feedline to the 
TS-850SAT transceiver with a 50-ohm dummy load at 
multiple locations, examining the spectrum of the noise 
coming down the coax at multiple locations, attempting 
to track down likely noise suspects throughout the 
building and on the roof (Figure-2).  The bottom line is 
that we were unable to identify the source of the HF 
noise. 

On RDO October 3, 2014, Jim Marr changed out the TS-
850SAT transceiver with the FT-1000D transceiver that 
we used for Field Day, under the assumption that some 
of the HF noise getting into the TS-850SAT might have 
been coming in via the 10ft of unshielded DC power 
cord between the TS-850SAT and its PS-52 power 
supply.  Since the FT-1000D has an internal power 
supply it might be less susceptible to noise.  Tests 
following the swap suggest that this assumption was 
true since noise into the FT-1000D dropped by about 
20dB (assuming the S-meters are reasonably similarly 
calibrated). 

 
Figure 2: Building 310 HF noise hunt.  Jan Tarsala 
WB6VRN (foreground) and Steve Townes WB4ILW 
(background) 

On October 15th, Jim Marr installed a 50 ohm dummy 
load on the FT-1000D’s antenna connection and found 
that all HF noise was absent on the 80m through 10m 
bands, indicating that the HF noise was NOT entering 
the radio via the power cord, mic cord or keyer cord.   

Jim then installed the Club’s RF Inquiry Inc CF250E Hi-
Q Common Mode filter in the antenna feed line,  
reconnected it to the FT-1000D and measured noise 
levels on the 10m, 15m, 20m, 40m and 80m bands.  These 
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measurements were made in SSB mode, 2.4kHz filter, 
and pre-amp turned on.  Generally, the noise levels were 
reduced a bit on 80m, 40m and 15m.  Noise levels on 
80m being S7 to S9 across the band; on 40m around S9 
across the band; on 20m around S5 to S6 across the band; 
on 15m noise was below S1; and on 10m around S4 to S5. 

Generally, the radio and antenna are perfectly usable on 
20m, 15m & 10m and marginally useable on 80m & 40m. 

These tests strongly suggest that we have radiated noise 
entering through the antenna (i.e., the antenna is picking 
up the noise as an RF radiated signal).  Should we be 
able to bring up all four of our HF radios (180-R6, 
CommVan, 310-106 and 173) during the Great ShakeOut 
drill [ed – we couldn’t], we’ll see whether the 80m/40m 
noise is present on any of the other radios, which might 
give us a clue as to its origin. 

If the noise turns out to be peculiar to building 310, we’ll 
need to arrange to cycle power to loads in 310 until the 
source(s) of the noise is(are) identified, an activity that 
will require careful coordination with Protective 
Services since that building houses both Security and the 
Fire Department.  Stay tuned. 

ARRL Membership: 
By Jim Marr AA6QI  

As an ARRL affiliated club, at least 51% of our 
membership must be ARRL members.  Today, we have 
73% as either Life (8) or Regular (27) ARRL members.  
That leaves thirteen 2014 members who are not ARRL 
members (a few of which are family members of ARRL 
members).  While there are no requirements to maintain 
ARRL membership, there are some clear advantages to 
having ARRL membership.  Some of these are: 

- Receiving the monthly QST magazine and having 
access to all back issues electronically. 
- Being able to subscribe to weekly ARRL news, 
propagation forecasts, and satellite ephemeris 
notifications. 
- Being able to subscribe to the electronic monthly 
Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES) newsletter 
that may be of interest to members who wish to stay 
current on emergency communications. 
- Member discounts on materials and training.  For 
example, the ARRL Introduction to Emergency 
Communication Course is $85 for non-members but only 
$50 for members. 
- You support ARRL, the only significant amateur radio 
advocacy organization in the U.S. that is fighting to 
protect our access to the airwaves. 

Should those of you who are not already members and 
may wish to join, please do so through the Club rather 
than joining directly through ARRL.  Why?  If you join 
through the Club (new members), the Club retains $15 
of your membership fee to support Club activities.  From 

your point of view, the amount you pay is the same 
either way.  Even if you are a member who is just 
renewing, doing so through the Club nets the Club $2, 
again without changing your costs at all.  

To renew through the Club, see Jim Marr who will help 
you with the paperwork (don’t worry, it’s really 
simple!). 

Thanks in advance for considering joining ARRL or for 
maintaining your membership. 

Future Meetings 
By Jim Marr AA6QI 

All JPLARC meetings are being held on non-RDO Fri-
day’s from Noon to 1 PM in 180-703C.  Call in is via 
MeetingPlace 818-354-3434 with ID 7373.  Slides, if any, 
will be broadcast via http://meetingplace.jpl.nasa.gov 
also with ID 7373.  Upcoming talks (subject to change, as 
always): 

November 21st: JPL’s Alan Farrington K6AHF will give a 
talk about ham radio in model rocketing, PLUS 
Introduction of 2015 Club Officer Candidates. 

December 19th: Club holiday celebration; currently TBD. 

January 16th: Kate Hutton K6HTN will talk on Ham 
Radio in Earthquake Prediction.  We will also be 
introducing the new JPLARC Officers. 

February 27th: Andy Klesh KD0DLH, Scott Tripp 
KD8IPK and Matt Bennett KF6RTB will give a talk on 
Cubsat Communications using the building 125 cubesat 
station. 

March 27th: Courtney Duncan N5BF will give a talk 
“Bicycle commute using APRS.” 

April 24th: TBD. 

May 22nd: Marty Woll N6VI, ARRL Deputy Division 
Director, topic still TBD (somewhat our choice from 
topics on Marty’s web site http://n6vi.com). 

Advertisements: 

 
http://www.hamradio.com 
 
The Burbank HRO store is offering a 5% discount on 
ham radio “accessories” to JPLARC members, upon 
presentation of a valid JPLARC membership card. 


